Volvo penta forum

This is the best Volvo Penta Forum on the internet, it's yours! If you own a Volvo Penta engine.
Are you looking for good advice about your Volvo Penta engine problems and issues. All you
need to know about your engine issues and good advice from your fellow boaters. From
inboard diesel and outboard engine and electrical and electronics systems to engine and alarm
issues, tilt and trim issues, this is the place to find information. So where do you start? There is
a lot to know. I get asked regularly about what is the problem, and more importantly and how to
fix a problem. I am not an armchair expert, but a qualified and practicing marine electrician and
engineer and a marine surveyor. I do this for a living. Thousands of people input with answers
to problems. What is your engine problem? Why not choose from one of my many books to help
you fix your problems. Here are some hot topics for the boat-forum:. Starting Issues - why wont
it start? Trim Tabs - and issues with same. This is just a fraction of the plus questions that were
posted, and it is hoped that this NEW Volvo Penta forum and bulletin board does the same. The
Volvo Penta Forum is also a great place to look for spare parts that are hard to find, share your
problems and experience with others, ask questions, share stories and more about my books
and related topics and a lot more. Create your own web page every time you submit an article
and include great low resolution images as well. Forum Editors Forum Rules! Yes there are a
few basics when posting! Don't use any HTML code as it will be deleted. Don't use bad language
or profanity as it will not be posted. You need to insert a couple of sentences describing you
problem and add an image if possible as it helps others. If you insert just a couple of words
using SMS speak the system will reject it. Don't Spam the site with multiple submissions. We
receive dozens of posts a day and it is quite impossible to reply to more than just a few given
this is a free site and I don't have enough time given I have a day job. Save the problem
description to the text, more detail means better answers. Got a different engine or outboard
then please post it at the correct Forum page for your outboard make. Do you have Volvo Penta
engine problems? Share it on the Forum! Whether you are looking advice on an diesel motor or
a difficult marine electrical or electronics technical problem then post your story or message!
Give us a detailed description, short 5 word posts are not much use and will not be posted. Put
your boat info, outboard make and model or basic detail in the post title. Go to fishing and boats
for more great information. Volvo Penta engine problems and issues? Then use this forum and
maybe someone can help. Close Help. Entering your problem or issue is easy to do. Just type!
No short 10 word descriptions, give as much detail as you can. If its written badly or doesnt
make sense, sorry but it will not get posted. Your story will appear on a Web page exactly the
way you enter it here. You can wrap a word in square brackets to make it appear bold. For
example [my story] would show as my story on the Web page containing your story. TIP: Since
most people scan Web pages, include your best thoughts in your first paragraph. Do you have
some pictures or graphics to add? Click the button and find the first one on your computer.
Select it and click on the button to choose it. Then click on the link if you want to upload up to 3
more images. Click here to upload more images optional. Your Name. Your Location. I am at
least 16 years of age. I understand and accept the privacy policy. I understand that you will
display my submission on your website. You can preview and edit on the next page. It will fire
up but just â€¦ Tamd41p Volvo Penta hp. We took it to the lake and it did good, no over heating
but it was â€¦ 5. We stopped at the beach and dropped off some smaller kids and picked up 5
teens to go tubing. I've had no issues with the boat cranking until last week. Crunk right up and
went 3 minutes down the lake â€¦ volvo penta 5. Hi everyone im in need of some help please
with a problem i have with my one of the volvo penta aqa engines, when i fire it up it will run for
10 minuets â€¦ Volvo Penta 5. Until it arrives, has anyone else had the problem with the
tachometer not working? On start up the engine idles correctly, but will not return to the proper
idle after throttle â€¦ Help with Volvo Penta V6 HP 4. I recently changed the gear oil on both
drives. I used â€¦ Volvo Penta 4. Complete silence. Trimming up works just fine. Does anyone
know where I might go to find one. Injectors and fuel pump replaced. No smoke. Runs full
throttle at the shop but under a load turbo is not able to spin up. I have seen bypass modules
and connection extenders. What could have possibly caused this condition? If I acknowledge
alarm everything runs normally. Should I do an Auto Configuration to try and clear â€¦ volvo
penta 5. New install. Old ignition components. From Click here to write your own. Original 5. I
searched many hours for a used 5. Tried removing the sensor from the tank also without â€¦
volvo penta 4. Have replace te ECU to overcome a starting fault. Motor would not start. Boat will
run fine but will randomly at time loose power. Will throttle it down, and ease it back up and
most of the â€¦ Volvo Penta 4. It always starts right up for me but is very cold blooded. Where is
the seal that stops this? The motor runs fine in neutral in all rpm and the props running freely,
but â€¦ AD31 P-A year A little history of boat. It was purchased with cracked water jackets. The
engine was removed and the water jackets repaired. It starts fine without any problems. Taking
out yesterday would not get over rpm, then today nothing over rpm. The motor starts and idles

perfectly however on accelerating in gear it fails â€¦ Volvo Penta 5. First one last August, last
week my starboard engine did the same exact thing. The first â€¦ Volvo Penta, 5. I need to
replace the hose. I have been told that I will need to pull the motor to replace the hose. Estimate
was â€¦ Volvo Penta 5. First it would not start, so the mechanic changed out the wires on the
fuel pump. It would not turn over so I checked over everything and determined the the battery
was low â€¦ 5. Took the boat to dock and took the head off the engine finally getting it started
when throttle â€¦ Volvo penta 5. Things I have eliminated, â€¦ 5. Engine will start and idle at
about rpm for a minute or two and then will stall out. As â€¦ Click here to write your own. Acts
like the key is being shut off. If I let it sit for awhile and it'll drive fine for about 5 minutes. The
tac â€¦ Volvo Penta 28hp raw water cooled engine not firing. Not rated yet Hi there, new to forum
and first post! Have a Volvo penta 28hp inboard engine on my boat. We get â€¦ GL 5. Oil level is
correct and oil â€¦ 5. Shut it off to swim and when we started â€¦ Volvo Penta 5. Re dressed
motor with existing intake fuel injection hoses etc. Was driving it last weekend and it stopped
running while I was driving at around rpm. Just stopped â€¦ volvo penta 4. The fault is not
specified in greater detail. The display is very basic. Before this, I have had â€¦ four winns
horizon volvo penta 5. On my previous boat the engine would not start if I was not in neutral. On
this new boat, if I am in gear the engine will still turn over if I press â€¦ Volvo Penta 4. It's stuck
all they way up now. I tried adding fluid and it was full. First few times out it was great, planed
out well and would hold rpm cruising â€¦ Volvo Penta 5. I figured out why it stopped just
electrical connection. Also using much more fuel than I should. Started with gal diesel and ran
for 1 hr at â€¦ volvo penta 5. Very suddenly will not start without choking and dies â€¦ Volvo 5.
No obvious sign where leak from so replaced 10 gaskets from oil â€¦ Chaparral ssi with Volvo
Penta 5. My boat has twin Volvo diesels as indicated. It soots and deposits accumulate on the
stern esp in a following wind. Stalls after about 20 minutes of running. It acts as if it's flooding
out. It's really hard to start after it stalls and will not â€¦ Click here to write your own. So thankful
I found this web sight. I am actually in the process of buying a boat as cheap as possible with
my 4 friends. We love to fish and â€¦ Volvo Penta 7. My manual says Volvo Penta Started engine
and noticed a whining noise from fuel pump. At this time it did run well just noticed â€¦ Volvo
Penta 4. Bogs down. It set for three years. I remove the gas, I clean the fuel cell and replace the
water pump. Restarts and only idles about 30 seconds and dies. It runs at rpms and
momentarily goes â€¦ 5. Engine is fully reassembled, i tried it with the 2 purple wires on positive
â€¦ 5. Engine is fully reassembled, i tried it with the 2 purple wires on positive â€¦ Volvo Penta,
2DE. I installed 2 new MDI, boxes on the moters. These lasted 27 hours for one and 30 plus for
the other. Then I replaced â€¦ Volvo Penta 3. I got my mechanic to replace the trim sensor part
number â€¦ Volvo Penta 5. Compression good fuel pump pressure to carb and spark at
distributor light spark at plug. It takes 5 seconds for the drive to engage into forward and 10
seconds for it to engage into reverse. They are both tied into the EVC system. I have changed
the coil, distributor, fuel pump, â€¦ volvo penta sx 5. Can the steering cable be rebuilt or
lubricated? Was able to disconnect cable at steering wheel and cable looks like â€¦ Glastron 4.
When I first put it in the water for the day so cold, it feels like the engine is spinning fast but the
â€¦ 5. I have not diagnosed a gas or spark problem yet. Volvo Penta 5. Just replaced starter but
now water is not circulating. Also, the throttle cable does not move at the engine. Really bad
when trimmed up Volvo penta 4. Where is it coming from or where do I begin to look. Replaced
hub and problem still remains. Unfortunately, accelerating under a load, it will climb thru â€¦ 5.
No fuel from the injector's after 30 seconds to a minute of running. Replaced all the â€¦ Volvo
Penta 3. By jiggling throttle handle it it will fire right up and run fine. When I turn if off it may or
may not start again â€¦ Volvo 5. I ended up changing the slave solenoid after which, the ground
wire â€¦ Reverse polarity in my 5. It has a Evenrude E-tec that is driven by a Volvo Penta
electronic throttle control. Volvo Penta Forum So where do you start? The Volvo Penta Forum
for Answers to Questions I am not an armchair expert, but a qualified and practicing marine
electrician and engineer and a marine surveyor. Trim Tabs - and issues with same This is just a
fraction of the plus questions that were posted, and it is hoped that this NEW Volvo Penta forum
and bulletin board does the same. Don't use any HTML code as it will be deleted 2. Have a Volvo
Penta problem to share? Upload Pictures or Graphics optional [? Click here to see the rest of
the form and complete your submission. Ford 5. It will fire up but just â€¦. Tamd41p Volvo Penta
hp. We took it to the lake and it did good, no over heating but it was â€¦. Crunk right up and
went 3 minutes down the lake â€¦. Volvo AQA Engine stalls. Hi everyone im in need of some
help please with a problem i have with my one of the volvo penta aqa engines, when i fire it up it
will run for 10 minuets â€¦. Volvo Penta 3. On start up the engine idles correctly, but will not
return to the proper idle after throttle â€¦. I used â€¦. Volvo Penta 4. I read that there is a 50 amp
cuircuit breaker power trim pump that needs to â€¦. This may not be the place to ask but it â€¦.
Port engine â€¦. What potential hidden damage may I â€¦. Should I do an Auto Configuration to

try and clear â€¦. On rae occasions with lots of engine run time the engine will no start and my
diagnosis leads me to the â€¦. Tried removing the sensor from the tank also without â€¦. Will
throttle it down, and ease it back up and most of the â€¦. Does not happen when boat is going
slow. The motor runs fine in neutral in all rpm and the props running freely, but â€¦. AD31 P-A
year I have had fuel filters changed but has made no difference â€¦. In neutral â€¦. The motor
starts and idles perfectly however on accelerating in gear it fails â€¦. The first â€¦. Estimate was
â€¦. Volvo 5. It would not turn over so I checked over everything and determined the the battery
was low â€¦. Took the boat to dock and took the head off the engine finally getting it started
when throttle â€¦. Things I have eliminated, â€¦. The tac â€¦. Volvo Penta 28hp raw water cooled
engine not firing. We get â€¦. On Sunday was just going to bring the boat in and went around the
lake â€¦. Oil level is correct and oil â€¦. Shut it off to swim and when we started â€¦. Just stopped
â€¦. Before this, I have had â€¦. On this new boat, if I am in gear the engine will still turn over if I
press â€¦. I swapped relays up and down â€¦. First few times out it was great, planed out well
and would hold rpm cruising â€¦. Fixed it tested engines both â€¦. Started with gal diesel and ran
for 1 hr at â€¦. Very suddenly will not start without choking and dies â€¦. No obvious sign where
leak from so replaced 10 gaskets from oil â€¦. Toward the end of the year it stopped doing this
and needed â€¦. I have re-proped removing an inch â€¦. It's really hard to start after it stalls and
will not â€¦. We love to fish and â€¦. I am looking for cross reference numbers to mercruiser, or
â€¦. At this time it did run well just noticed â€¦. Mercruiser 5. It runs at rpms and momentarily
goes â€¦. Engine is fully reassembled, i tried it with the 2 purple wires on positive â€¦. Volvo
Penta, 2DE. Then I replaced â€¦. I got my mechanic to replace the trim sensor part number â€¦.
Rolls â€¦. If I run â€¦. Went to bring engines up to speed for the ride home and my port engine
won't sync up to my starboard â€¦. This is a Tiara 43 â€¦. I have changed the coil, distributor,
fuel pump, â€¦. Was able to disconnect cable at steering wheel and cable looks like â€¦. When I
first put it in the water for the day so cold, it feels like the engine is spinning fast but the â€¦. I
thought is was â€¦. Really bad when trimmed up. Volvo penta 4. Unfortunately, accelerating
under a load, it will climb thru â€¦. Way too high that's what I normally run Full Throttle â€¦. Has
anyone any suggestions as â€¦. Replaced all the â€¦. When I turn if off it may or may not start
again â€¦. Starts at about - rpm and stops when the boat â€¦. I ended up changing the slave
solenoid after which, the ground wire â€¦. Reverse polarity in my 5. Close Help Entering your
problem or issue is easy to do. Close Help Do you have some pictures or graphics to add? Any
content, information, or advice found on social media platforms and the wider Internet,
including forums such as YBW, should NOT be acted upon unless checked against a reliable,
authoritative source, and re-checked, particularly where personal health and liberty is at stake.
It is your responsibility to provide references to bona fide sources. This is not the place for
such content. Users who post it may find their access limited or permanently suspended.
Please leave it where you find it. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts
Latest activity. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts.
Search forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. Volvo Penta EVC. Thread starter jdrakeford Start date 18
Nov Joined 11 Nov Messages Hi, just recently bought a boat with a volvo D6 EVC. Reason is it
would be very easy to knock the control lever into gear by accident, or kids playing with it, and
with this powerful engine it could be quite dangerous! When coming along side it's normal to
leave the engine idling to allow it to cool whilst tieing up etc. It would also be easy to knock it
when going through the helm door onto side deck. I have looked in the manual, but when I lock
the EVC pad it doesn't seem to do anything GrahamHR Well-known member. Joined 12 Nov
Messages 3, Location living in cheshire, boat in Anglesey. Coming from previous petrol
outdrive powered boats to a "new" D EVC-C equipped boat, I was shocked by the shift lever
fitted and by the omission of a kill cord. Dangerously easy to accidentally put it in drive. The
marina engineer told me the shift lever was more akin to those used in low powered sailboats.
Specifying those shift levers can only have been an attempt by boat manufacturers to reduce
cost; a far safer version was available, akin to those used on VP petrol outdrive installations,
requiring a detent button to be pressed before it could move from neutral to forward or reverse.
I found it shocking that VP even considered supplying the simple lever for powerful engine
installations. Dangerous and not fit for purpose. I told the local VP dealer and boat dealer that in
no uncertain terms, the result being that VP or the supplying dealer eventually paid to have the
safe version fitted! In the meantime, I had bought a previously fitted, but "unused" one from the
US and was going to fit it myself; now languishing in my garage! Slight damage cracks at the
screw mounting holes, but the electrical parts are fine. I can get you the part number from the
box but I don't know if it fits all versions of EVC. Last edited: 18 Nov GrahamHR said:. Joined 11
Jun Messages 1, You could achieve the desired effect by pressing the neutral button, this way
when you press the button, if someone later knocks the throttle the engine will rev but won't go

into gear. I don't use the button. I always turn the engine off if I'm not at the helm, because the
risk of someone knocking the throttle is too great. Yes that is one option, but you need to hold
the neutral button and move the shift lever ahead to engage it. Plus you would need to
remember every time to be sure. Active member. Joined 5 Aug Messages Just leave the kids at
home. Problem solved. Hi Thankyou for the info, this is really useful! I too am shocked the set
up is like it is! If there's no way to disable it then i would be interested in new safer options. If
you have the part numbers i can check it out. Mines a VP A-B outdrive model year The part
number on the box is ; it includes a cable and two trim pieces, one with a moulded in hole for a
kill cord switch. The ones on my boat did not have that hole. Those two trim pieces are
dimensionally identical. Thanks, that looks like a side mounted control, mine is a top mounted
one. Not sure what a safer alternative would be Mr Googler Well-known member. Joined 11 Apr
Messages 2, Mr Googler said:. View attachment cut out the bottom, pop over the throttles,
couple of hinges so it flips Yes, it s a side mounted control. Sorry I couldn't help you. Joined 30
Dec Messages Location Poole. Well I love the controls and the slick finger control it allows
especially for docking and close up control. Wouldnt want to go back to cable and even my old
morse controls required a wrestle at times. Cant agree about not being fit for purpose but
maybe because mine are tucked next to the SB windscreen targa 40 and well out of the way.
Sounds like the installation position is what the concern is. Hope u find a solution. Gear
selection is still via a Morse cable. The shift levers are electronic with no effort; they control an
actuator which attaches to the outdrive via a shift cable! If the cable gets stiff, rather than
requiring more manual effort at the helm, it overloads the actuator, causing the engine to go
into limp mode and the outdrive stays in whatever gear it was in. Not good for low speed
docking actions at all, speaking from experience! The VP OE shift cable is a basic one with a
solid core. Teleflex TFXtreme ones, with a multi strand core are way, way better. Such a cable
transformed the shifting on my previous petrol DPS boat. I have fitted a TFXtreme one to my
boat. Is it possible to lubricant the cables or are they non lube? They get stiff with age because
the moving centre part wears away the plastic sheath in which it moves, in particular where the
cable has curves. You've done well to get 14 years out of them! I recommend you change them,
preferably to the Teleflex TFXtreme type. Imperial One Active member. Joined 24 Feb Messages
Location Hampshire. You must log in or register to reply here. Any content, information, or
advice found on social media platforms and the wider Internet, including forums such as YBW,
should NOT be acted upon unless checked against a reliable, authoritative source, and
re-checked, particularly where personal health and liberty is at stake. It is your responsibility to
provide references to bona fide sources. This is not the place for such content. Users who post
it may find their access limited or permanently suspended. Please leave it where you find it.
Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
Volvo Penta Thread starter GrahamV Start date 31 Jan GrahamV New member. Hi folks. Newby
here. My son has bought a yacht with a Volvo Penta engine. It doesn't start and whenever I talk
to a professional all they can say is "bin it". That's all very well but I like to persevere with
things until I am driven insane maybe I'm there. My son spent all his money buying the boat and
intends to save for a new engine but that may be a while off and so, if we can get a bit of life out
of this one then it will make getting on and off the mooring a lot easier and safer. So far we've
worked our way down the list of easier things and our current conclusion is that there is not
enough compression. The head seems fine. We've had it off and lapped the valves and given it a
good look over and it looks OK. The injectors seem to squirt ok and from the top, the cylinders
and pistons don't appear to have any major damage. I put some oil in the cylinders and it fired
just a bit on turnover but then went dead again, so I am guessing the problem might be the
rings. Next step is the pull the pistons out and here is where I start asking questions of those
with more experience than I have. I'm wondering if I can disconnect the engine from the
gearbox, pull it forward a bit and roll it on its side. Has anybody done this and what unforeseen
problems are likely to occur? Parts are very expensive or unobtainable so not worth
overhauling unless a masochist. You might find it easier to pull it fully forward and lift it out of
the boat to do the work ashore. The is a good marine engine, it probably just has stuck rings or
glazed bores, maybe a light hone and new rings will bring it back to life? It is absolutely
possible to do it on the boat, but it is not a big engine, and overall, I think you will have better
success lifting it out and doing the work at home. Don't forget.. Joined 4 Jun Messages
Location scotland. As rszemeti says you need to use the cold start procedure that he describes.
If you are doing this then I would look for smoke out the exhaust while you are churning the
engine over. If you have smoke there is fuel going in. Have you tried to start it using easy start?
If not I would try that. Spin engine over by hand before putting injectors back in and see if she

will start. Also don't connect a water supply to the sea water pump if you are churning engine
over, it will fill your exhaust and water will find its way into the cylinders. In other words try
everything before dismantling the engine. It is possible to do it in the boat especially if you have
to pay someone to crane it out, but use plenty of old plywood and cardboard around the inside
of boat for protection. Over the years I have looked at forums like this and found them very
helpful. One thing that does bug me is that often there is no conclusion to the situation
presented. So I am promising to finish the job here and let you know what the outcome of our
actions is and hopefully thanking all and sundry for the advice received. So we will see what
unfolds over the weekend. Good compression figures would suggest that the rings are not a
fault: poor figures would suggest that they need looking at. Do try using the cold start
procedure, it delivers extra fuel to the cylinders at startup and is meant to take the place of glow
plugs. Joined 22 Jul Messages 5, I thought the Volvo series cold start sequence was to set full
throttle, pull out fully then push back stop handle and then turn key. I've never owned one but
met and used quite a few, ranging from excellent to not good engines. Met one MD with about
hours only that had bores glazed: bitch to start and once running created a serious
smokescreen. Owner said " Joined 1 Oct Messages 10, Location Plymouth. GrahamV said:. So I
am promising to finish the job here and let you know what the outcome of our actions is Stemar
Well-known member. In your situation, I'm not sure there is a right answer. Well, there is, it's to
accept that the engine is old and many parts are no longer available, so bin it. Unfortunately that
doesn't seem to be an option, at least for now. So, what to do? Some penetrating oil in the
cylinders sounds like a good start; it'll give the rings a chance to free up. Easy start to get it
firing and, if you can persuade it to run, a good Italian tuneup. If not, new rings are still
available, at least in the UK: Keypart. Be careful with the injector sleeves, as I don't believe they
are, and it's easy to damage them removing injectors. If all else fails, would an outboard on the
back be possible until a "proper" engine can be sourced? Joined 9 Apr Messages 2, Location
Wales. Hi rah GrahamV said:. I have the sister engine - the When I bought the boat 10 years ago
it was very difficult to start. On advice from a diesel engine specialist non-marine I had a light
skimming of the cylinder head done, the injectors cleaned and checked and also started to
follow the start procedure outlined above. It still starts first time on almost every occasion. If
starting when very cold or after a winter lay-up I make sure there is plenty of power in the
batteries, give it a double pull on the priming lever and then lift the decompression lever before
pressing Start. When the engine turns over at a good speed drop the decompression lever I
have confidence in the engine and although spares sometimes need a bit of searching to
source, it is not much of a problem. Hope you have a decomp lever on the Good luck! If it fired
and ran briefly but maybe lumpily with oil in the cylinders are you sure diesel is getting to the
injectors? As Kalanka says spinning with decompression levers open and then drop them once
turning fast is a good option. I once had an ancient single-cyl diesel that was only startable that
way - but it always worked even if you were hand cranking. Joined 26 Feb Messages 6, I don't
know where a decompression lever is on the ? I've had 2 for the last 25yrs and never noticed.
MoodySabre Well-known member. If it is slow to turn over the consider increasing the size of
the lead from Battery to Starter. Try a voltage drop test. You must log in or register to reply
here. Local Knowledge. Members Registered members. Search Everywhere Threads This forum
This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum
This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter back bay Start date Apr 30,
Feb 10, 62 23 37 Slo Name peter Boat 24 radon 17 whaler. The whole package is rebuilt with an
hour and a half on it. It was done somewhere down in Southern California a few years back.
When I got it I took it in for a full service and then ran it a few times and had the mechanic pull it
out. So I could rebuild the boat. Last edited: May 1, View attachment View attachment Arima-bob
Ship faced aquaholic. Mar 9, 5, 3, Too far from water Name Beeulzebob Boat uh Possible
delivery. I sure hope you get your price. If so, my KAD43 package is for sale! Reactions:
Canyon. Reactions: Arima-bob. Yeah 10k for the motor is a little cheep but add in outdrive
tramsom shied gages throttle controls hydrological steering. You are way more than 20k into it.
This is all ready to go drop it in and go fish! Price drop 18k obo. Price drop 10k obo. Brian
Member. Jun 3, 39 19 43 Name Brian Boat Cabo Are you willing to sell the drive alone? Can you
share photos of the drive? When was the gear oil last changed and will you let me drain it as
part of inspection? Calvin Cobb Member. Do you know hp. Tempting just to put in garage. Great
deal. Is there a shipping pallet it could be put on? Brian said:. What are the hours? Is that the
engine or the drive? Arima-bob said:. Jaysend Well-Known "Member". Nov 10, 92 46 42 Name
Jason Boat Skipjack. PM sent. Anyone know if this would fit in a 24 SkipJack that has a Volvo
Penta and duo prop outdrive? Show hidden low quality content. You must log in or register to
reply here. Latest posts. How do I clean my fuel tank? Latest: R A moment ago. Boating

Discussion. Pacific North West Classifieds. Latest: YellowTail 5 minutes ago. Boat Electronics.
Top Bottom. By dbacon , March 30, in Boat Talk. I have been running a Signature with a HP 5. I
am thinking of getting a newer Chappy that is 21 and has this Volvo Penta in pic. It seems like it
is jammed in tight with little room to work on it. Any experiences with this sun deck and engine
would be appreciated. That's about how the Volvo V sets in my SSi and it's not bad to work on.
Those side panels can be removed fairly easily for better access. I went from a MercCruiser to a
Volvo-Penta. Much of the reading I did prior to making the switch suggested that the Volvo
Penta's were better quality. I am not gonna drawing any conclusions yet. Take a look around at
most boat mechanics, they are usually not too big. You cant be to work in those tight
conditions. A Mercury of the same size would be just as tight. Volvo makes a good motor and
drive, take care of it and it will take care of you. Which is better? This debate will go on long
after this thread is dead As stated above go with the brand that has the most certified
mechanics in your area. They both produce quality products. This is the age old Ford vs Chevy
argument, right? Plus, I have never understood why a mechanic would be strictly Merc or
strictly VP. That's like a car guy saying will only work on a Chevy, not a Ford. Maybe its about
the software to access the diagnostics that make it cost prohibitive to support both. But in my
area it is clearly A or B. Both are good quality and you can't go wrong with either one. If I were
ordering a new boat right now, I'd probably go with the brand the dealer recommended. On my
lake, there's no issue with service for either brand. My take is Volvo tends to have more new,
high technology. Smaller displacement GM engines with more technology. Merc sticks with the
tried and true old school big blocks and older, proven technology. They developed their own
blocks and stopped using GM engines. I'm starting to head down that same road - at least to do
some of the work - I'll start in the shallow end first. Getting harder to find a VP mech up my end
of the Bay. I also do most of my own work. It's pretty straight forward for the most part. The
biggest challenge with working on a boat is access!! You can post now and register later. If you
have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75
emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted March 30, All - I have been
running a Signature with a HP 5. Link to post Share on other sites. Posted March 31, Chap
Posted March 31, VP factory par
2008 ford fusion motor
2006 jeep liberty service manual
xbimmers x1
ts are not hard to find, aftermarket parts are less accessible than Merc. Depending on your area
Mercruiser service may be more prevalent. I have Volvo's and have gotten excellent service and
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